The Slovene Minority Of Carinthia
slovenian legislative system for minority protection - slovenian legislative system for minority protection
by antonija petricusic abstract the three constitutionally recognized autochthonous national minorities in
slovenia (hungarians, italians and roma) enjoy a privileged status in comparison with the other minority ethnic
groups that originate from the territories of former yugoslavia and who the role of the minority language
in slovene education ... - the role of the minority language in slovene education policy: the case of slovene
istria lucija cok science and research centre of the republic of slovenia - koper, garibaldijeva 18, 6000 koper capodistria, slovenia abstract this case study attempts t o specify delineat, e an d describe th e language
policies diverse minorities in the italo-slovene borderland ... - minorities of trieste, e.g. the slovene
minority, ‘territory’ is a contradictory and almost schizoid signifier. on the one hand slovenes in trieste have a
right to citizenship and special legal protection connected to their official status as a historical minority with
deep and far reaching ties to the land. minority protection in slovenia - miris - minority protection in
slovenia eu accession monitoring program 595 2.1 background to present programme the 1995 programme
represents the first effort to draft a government strategy addressing the needs of the roma minority, which is
granted special status under article 65 of the slovene constitution.5 prior to 1995, the only measures in place
were the hungarian national minority in slovenia: assessment of ... - the hungarian national minority in
slovenia: assessment of protection and integration after eu accession of education, schools in the ethnically
mixed areas must be bilingual by law (education is conducted in both languages, slovene and hungarian, for all
inhabitants of the area). the slovenian minority in austria - alppi - slovenian minority this does not occur.
keywords: slovenia, minority, language policy, and bilingual signposts the autochthonous slovenian ethnic
minority, which is a remnant of former slavic groups that populated the entire south and east of today’s
austria, now lives in the south austrian provinces of carinthia and styria. cabada, ladislav. 2011. typology
of slovene minorities and ... - slovene minority’s typology shared by politicians and the professional public.
we can find three minority types within this typology: 1) autochthonous, or historical minorities, which are
concentrated on the slovene territory by the borders with mother states, i.e. the political participation of
the slovene ethnic minority in ... - slovene minority interests, their status remains legally undefined. while
article 7 of the austrian state treaty extends the right of the slovene and croatian minorities to their own
organizations, the law on ethnic groups of 7 july 1976 established an advisory council in the slovenes in
italy: a fragmented minority - the slovene minority in friuli-venezia giulia. brezigar published in 2014 one of
the few works that studies explicitly the heterogeneity of the slovenes in italy. however, it is limited to the
presentation of the dualism between the provinces of gorizia and trieste on the one hand language and
identity: vignettes on language use among ... - slovene language and identity in such families is a nonhostile attitude on the part of the partner speaking a different language: “today, i understand it like this: if you
are a member of a minority, language is more important than if you are part of the majority. it is a problem for
a minority member when searching for a partner, historical holidays in a nation-state: slovenes as a ... minority in slovenia has only around three thousand members, which is a relatively small number compared to
the size of the slovene minority in italy.5 even though the italian minority in slovenia is legally well protected,
its parliamentary representative felt the new holiday is 4: the case of the slovene minority in austria tom
m.s ... - the average slovene speaker, rather, is only swayed by emotional appeals; and, as i shall shortly i it is
interesting to note thast similar developments seem to have taken place in the slovene minority area of
hungary, where official statements about the ethnic identity of that minority had remarkable country
languages - publicra - country languages not all countries have declared an official language (i.e. united
states). some declared official languages are only used or spoken by a small minority (i.e. irish in ireland). an
official language is not necessarily the national language. bold = official language blue = pointee-talkee
available source: derived from the linguistic landscapes in southern carinthia (austria) - on the surface,
the slovene minority is embedded in what appears to be a supportive environment (priestly 1999): article 7 of
the austrian state treaty from 1955 provides substantial minority rights for both autochthonous slovene and
croat minorities in the austrian provinces of carinthia, burgenland and styria: 1. policy report on the italian
minority in slovenian istria - minority in slovene istria is made evident by bilingual public inscriptions,
bilingual identity cards and passports, a high number of mixed marriages etc. 3 the euroreg study of italian
minority in slovenian istria the policy report will point out the main findings and problems in particular, which
analytical report phare raxen cc minority education raxen ... - tongue and culture are organised for the
children of slovene citizens living in slovenia, whose mother tongue is not slovene. the republic of slovenia
formed a declaration while signing the framework convention for the protection of national minorities, that in
accordance with the constitution and euroreg state of the art report regions, minorities and ... - slovene
istria, where the italian minority in slovenia is settled, is part of the littoral-karstic (obalno-kraška) statistical
region and part of the primorska historical and geographical region. 4. source: statistical office of the republic
of slovenia ... choral singing in slovenia - jskd - member of the slovene minority in italy. besides
composing, he is dedicat-ed to ethnomusicology and researches into the music of the slovene minority in
resia/italy which is often reflected also in his vocal compositions. his opus ex-tends to almost all forms of
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composing.publishers: jskd, pizzicato, astrum. aldo kumar (1954) of the works by ... on the border: national
construction in finland and ... - minority parties like the slovenska nacionalna stranka (sns, slovene
national party) notwithstanding, slovenia too has mostly escaped the resurgence of overt nationalism that has
marked the last two decades across the greater post-communist space. however, these states partially
compose a cultural borderland in both internal and kratki znanstveni Članek razprave in gradivo,
ljubljana ... - members of the slovene-speaking minority in carinthia, austria, have several “identities” at their
disposal, ranging from the local to the supranational and including terms reflecting citi-zenship and language.
we asked subjects from this minority which “identity labels” they felt most comfortable with. the teaching of
the slovene language in minority ... - the teaching of the slovene language in minority educational
institutions in carinthia, austria damjana kern university of ljubljana abstract: this article presents a historical
overview of the teaching of the slovene language and the present-day organisation of minority schooling in
carinthia, austria. it presents the minority writing: the case of friuli-venezia giulia (italy ... - fact, it
boasts its own set of minority literatures. slovene literature from italy is considered especially important and
internationally recognised in this regard. in italy, the slovene minority is present in three of the four provinces
in the friuli-venezia giulia region: the gorizia, trieste and udine provinces. de- available in this series:
slovene asturian; the asturian ... - slovene ethnic minority is a vestige of former slavic groups that once
populated the area in the south and east of today’s austria. slovene was the language of the slovenes in
former yugoslavia and has been the state language in the neighbouring republic of slovenia since 1991. this
report slovene field and house names in carinthia. - united nations - (including indigenous, minority and
regional language names) slovene field and house names in carinthia. measures for the preservation and
creative transfer of the unesco intangible cultural heritage submitted by austria ** original scientific article
marketing minority language as ... - situation regarding the slovene minority language in italy. marketing
minority languages is an approach to linguistic minority issues that rests on the concentric circles minority
model. in the second part of the article, i shall delineate the concentric circles minority model and apply it to
the slovene linguistic minority in italy. schooling of national minorities in slovenia – two approaches schooling of national minorities in slovenia – two approaches 33 the fact is that states very unwillingly and
reluctantly officially acknowledge the status of national minority of particular national communities. this is as a
rule connected with the concept of the (mono)national state, which prevails today in the international
community. available in this series: slovene asturian; the asturian ... - slovene minority in italy lives in
39 municipalities of the friuli-venezia giulia region. (see maps 1 and 2 and the enclosed list in “sum mary
statistics”.) the city o f trieste is the capital of the province with the same name, which together with the
provinces of udine, pordenone and about slovenia - wdp-usa - slovene is the official language, but
hungarian and italian are co-official languages for those minority communities. ethnically, 83 percent of the
people are slovenes; two percent are croats, two percent are serbs, one percent are bosnians. of the remaining
12 percent, protection of national minorities framework convention for ... - minorities act: the
burgenland-croat minority, the slovene minority, the hungarian minority, the czech minority, the slovak
minority and the minority of the roma.1 access to rights contained in the framework convention of persons
belonging to these six recognised groups varies significantly, however, depending on the region. terrorism in
austria: experiences and responses - (normally associated with the slovene minority) and against
memorials for the anti-yugoslav carinthian defense (abwehrkampf) in 1920 (norm-ally associated with the
german-speaking majority), but also against power lines and railway lines. it was more by good luck than by
accurate planning that most of the attacks caused only material damage but ... overview: the diversity and
complexity of separatist ... - which could be called ‘imposed minority internationality’ – exists where the
homeland territory of a minority has historically been divided between two or more states. of course, various
types of separatist movements may exist for a specific territorial ethnic minority concurrently, east europe
report - defense technical information center - slovene minority youth delegation visits yugoslavia
budapest nepszabadsag in hungarian 14 jul 83 p 5 [text] a youth delegation of the slovene nationality living in
vas megye left on wednesday to travel to koper in yugoslavia at the invitation of the league of socialist youth
of slovenia. the delegation is taking part in the conference minority languages in austria* - united
nations - the status of a minority language with all rights . that is to say that a member of this language
community may use the slovene language in administration affairs, at court , he or she can attend a school
with slovenian classes and slovenian is used at church. the slovene minority advisory committee on the
framework convention for the ... - persons belonging to the slovene minority and persons belonging to the
majority, unless all competent authorities commit themselves to promptly identify practical solutions in
consultation with the slovene minority. in the field of education, consideration should be given to reinforcing
the existing opportunities socioeconomic structure of the slovene population in italy - of fierce
repression of the slovene minority in the whole of friu1i-venezia giu1ia, which at that time extended farther
east than it does at present, that is, into pres ently yugoslav territory. but this repression generated a
resistance which culminated during the second world war. at the end of the war slovene partisans occupied
the project world days of slovene culture - the project world days of slovene culture dear reader, the
booklet before you offers a brief presentation of slovene culture. the country and the nation, history, natural
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and cultural history, the economy, tourism and cuisine, science and technology, literature, music, art, chapter
11, language & chapter 12, minorities and ... - auty, robert. "the formation of the slovene literary
language against the background of the slavonic national revival," slavonic and east european review, london,
v. 41 (1963), 391-402. babic, slavna. serbo-croat for foreigners. ... slovene minority. dissertation, university of
minnesota, 1957. barker, thomas mack. the slovenes of carinthia: a ... abstract policy and german
nationalisms in interwar thesis ... - slovene minority policies as being purposeful attempts to eradicate the
very existence of germandom. this type of nationalism competed with other types of german nationalisms and
. identities which sought to integrate into and contribute to slovene society without compromising
international students & scholars undergraduate admission ... - minority in valle d'aosta region),
slovene (slovene-speaking minority in the trieste-gorizia area) jamaica english, english patois yes japan
japanese jersey english (official), portuguese yes jordan arabic (official), english widely understood among
upper and middle classes report submitted by austria pursuant to article 25 ... - slovene minority to be
in contradiction with article 7 of the state treaty of 1955. as to part ii, page 94 et seq. the real problem with
bilingual education in kindergartens is that there are not enough communities in carinthia that are willing to
establish bilingual (slovene-german) groups at communal kindergartens. nationalitaetenrecht: the south
slav policies of the ... - slovene minority remaining in the southernmost part of the modern day austrian
republic). slovene nationalists in this province were engaged in a constant struggle for equality against the
dominant german population. the largest concentration of serbian population in the monarchy was the
province ethnic structure of slovenia and slovenes in neighbouring ... - the slovene minority in austria
occupies about 2,600km2 of the territory in southern carinthia and styria, where according to official austrian
data from the 2001 census, about 13,000 slovenes live, and according to slovene estimations, around 45,000.
more than 5,000 slovenes the tragedy of bleiburg and viktring, 1945 - project muse - a large part
(about 40 percent) of those who had declared slovene as their ver-nacular in the census of 1910 voted for a
common homeland, skupna domovina in slovene. this means that there would not be an undivided carinthia
without the slovene votes!1 those voters were subsequently called “windish,” a common minorities and the
media in slovenia - mirovni inštitut - funding is provided by rtv slovenia itself from licence fee and
advertising. in 2004 the total governmental funding for minority programming and building of rtv studio in
lendava for hungarian minority within rtv slovenia was around 325 million of slovene tolars (approx. 1.35
million of eur).
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